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Abstract
In this paper, we show how to use the q-exponential operator techniques to derive a trans-
formation formula for the q-Hahn polynomials from the q-Chu–Vandermonde identity. With the
same method we also show that the two terms 32 transformation formula of Sears can be
recovered from Rogers’ iteration of Heine’s transformation formula, and the celebrated Sears
43 transformation formula can be derived from his 32 transformation formula with the same
method. We also provide new proofs of the three terms Sears 32 transformation formula and an
identity of Andrews by our method. We re-derive the q-analogue of Barnes’ second lemma from
the q-analogue of Barnes’ :rst lemma in one step. In addition we generalize two Ramanujan’s
formulas for beta integrals as two more general integrals . Finally, we establish two general
transformation formulas for bilateral series.
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1. Introduction
We suppose throughout the paper that 0¡q¡1: We shall follow the notation and
terminology in [12]. The q-shifted factorial is de:ned by
(a; q)0=1; (a; q)n=
n−1∏
k=0
(1− aqk); (a; q)∞=
∞∏
k=0
(1− aqk): (1.1)
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For any complex 	, we de:ne
(a; q)	=
(a; q)∞
(aq	; q)∞
: (1.2)
If n is an integer, using this equation we :nd that
(a; q)−n=
(a; q)∞
(aq−n; q)∞
=
(−1)nq(n+12 )
an(q=a; q)n
: (1.3)
We also adopt the following notation for multiple q-shifted factorial:
(a1; a2; : : : ; am; q)n=(a1; q)n(a2; q)n : : : (am; q)n; (1.4)
where n is an integer or ±∞. The q-binomial coeIcient is de:ned by[
n
k
]
=
(q; q)n
(q; q)k(q; q)n−k
: (1.5)
The basic hypergeometric series r+1r and the bilateral basic hypergeometric series
r r are given by
r+1r


a1; a2; : : : ; ar+1
; q; x
b1; b2; : : : ; br

 =
∞∑
n=0
(a1; a2; : : : ; ar+1; q)nxn
(q; b1; b2; : : : ; br; q)n
(1.6)
and
r r


a1; a2; : : : ; ar
; q; x
b1; b2; : : : ; br

 =
∞∑
n=−∞
(a1; a2; : : : ; ar; q)nxn
(b1; b2; : : : ; br; q)n
; (1.7)
respectively.
The q-diKerence operator and the q-shift operator  are de:ned by
Dqf(a)=
1
a
(f(a)− f(aq)) and {f(a)}=f(aq); (1.8)
respectively. We recall an operator  de:ned by
=−1Dq: (1.9)
It is understood that throughout this paper, Dq, , and  act on the variable a. In
[8,9,16,17] we construct two operators
T(bDq)=
∞∑
n=0
(bDq)n
(q; q)n
(1.10)
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and
E(b)=
∞∑
n=0
(b)nq(
n
2)
(q; q)n
: (1.11)
And we then prove the following operator identities.
Theorem 1. If T (bDq) and E(b) are de8ned by (1.10) and (1.11) respectively. Then
we have
T (bDq)
{
1
(at; q)∞
}
=
1
(at; bt; q)∞
; (1.12)
T (bDq)
{
1
(as; at; q)∞
}
=
(abst; q)∞
(as; at; bs; bt; q)∞
; (1.13)
E(b) {(at; q)∞} =(at; bt; q)∞; (1.14)
E(b){(as; at; q)∞}= (as; at; bs; bt; q)∞(abst=q; q)∞ : (1.15)
These operator identities have turned out to be quite useful. In [8,9,16,17], we prove
a wide assortment of classical q-series identities by using the above operator identities.
The main idea of our method is to reach the general case by adding parameters to
the special case by using the above operator identities. Our method can be used to
derive formulas, rather than just to verify previously proved formulas. Therefore, it
would seem desirable to further investigate the above operator identities. In this pa-
per we continue this investigation. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we derive a transformation formula for the q-Hahn polynomials and provide
new proofs of the two terms 32 transformations of Sears and the Sears’ 43 trans-
formation formula. In Section 3, we derive the three terms 32 transformation formula
of Sears. In Section 4, we prove an identity of Andrews. In Section 5, we provide a
proof of the q-analogue of Barnes’ second lemma based on the q-analogue of his :rst
lemma. In Section 6, we generalize two formulas of Ramanujan for beta integrals as
two more general integrals. Finally in Section 7, we prove two general transformations
for bilateral series.
2. A transformation formula for the q-Hahn polynomials and Sear’s 43
transformation formula
Kalnins and Miller [14] used symmetry techniques to prove the following transfor-
mation formula for the q-Hahn polynomials.
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Theorem 2 (Kalnins and Miller). We have
32


q−n; abcdqn−1; bz
; q; q
ab; bd


=
(
b
c
)n (ac; cd; q)n
(ab; bd; q)n
32
(
q−n; abcdqn−1; cz
ac; cd
; q; q
)
: (2.1)
Furthermore, they also derived the complex orthogonality of these polynomials. In
this section we will prove (2.1) by our operator method. Our method is diKerent from
the method of [14], and is more transparent. It should be pointed out that the author
[15] used the q-Hahn polynomials to provide an evaluation of a general q-beta integral.
Both the celebrated Askey–Wilson integral and the Ismail–Stanton–Viennot integral are
special cases of this integral.
Proof. To prove (2.1) we need the q-Chu–Vandermonde identity [4,10]
21
(
q−n; a
c
; q; q
)
=
an(c=a; q)n
(c; q)n
: (2.2)
Replacing (a; c) by (bz; ab) and (cz; ac), respectively, in this equation, we have
21
(
q−n; bz
ab
; q; q
)
=
(bz)n(a=z; q)n
(ab; q)n
(2.3)
and
21
(
q−n; cz
ac
; q; q
)
=
(cz)n(a=z; q)n
(ac; q)n
: (2.4)
Therefore we immediately have
21
(
q−n; bz
ab
; q; q
)
=
(
b
c
)n (ac; q)n
(ab; q)n
21
(
q−n; cz
ac
; q; q
)
: (2.5)
Using (1.2) we can write this as
n∑
k=0
(q−n; bz; q)kqk
(q; q)k
(abqk ; acqn; q)∞
=
(
b
c
)n n∑
k=0
(q−n; cz; q)kqk
(q; q)k
(acqk ; acqn; q)∞: (2.6)
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Applying the operator E(d) to both sides of the equation gives
n∑
k=0
(q−n; bz; q)kqk
(q; q)k
E(d)
{
(abqk ; acqn; q)∞
}
=
(
b
c
)n n∑
k=0
(q−n; cz; q)kqk
(q; q)k
E(d){(acqk ; acqn; q)∞}: (2.7)
Using (1.15), we :nd that
E(d){(abqk ; acqn; q)∞}= (abq
k ; acqn; bdqk ; cdqn; q)∞
(abcdqn+k−1; q)∞
(2.8)
and
E(d){(acqk ; abqn; q)∞}= (abq
n; acqk ; bdqn; cdqk ; q)∞
(abcdqn+k−1; q)∞
: (2.9)
Substituting these into (2.7) and using (1.2) again, we obtain (2.1).
The two terms 32 transformation formula of Sears [25] can be stated as
Theorem 3 (Sears’32 transformation formula). We have
32
(
a1; a2; a3
b1; b2
; q;
b1b2
a1a2a3
)
=
(b2=a3; b1b2=a1a2; q)∞
(b2; b1b2=a1a2a3; q)∞
32
(
b1=a1; b1=a2; a3
b1; b1b2=a1a2
; q;
b2
a3
)
: (2.10)
It has been used by Andrews [4] in proving many of Ramanujan’s identities for partial
theta functions. We will show that it can be recovered from Rogers’ iteration of Heine’s
transformation formula
21
(
a; b
c
; q; z
)
=
(c=b; bz; q)∞
(z; c; q)∞
21
(
b; abz=c
bz
; q;
c
b
)
: (2.11)
The above formula can be found in [12, p. 10, Eq. (1.45)].
Proof. Using (1.2) identity (2.11) can be rewritten as
∞∑
n=0
(b; q)nzn
(q; c; q)n
1
(aqn; abz=c; q)∞
=
(c=b; bz; q)∞
(z; c; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
(b; q)n(c=b)n
(q; bz; q)n
1
(a; abzqn=c; q)∞
: (2.12)
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Applying T (dDq) to both sides gives
∞∑
n=0
(b; q)nzn
(q; c; q)n
T (dDq)
{
1
(aqn; abz=c; q)∞
}
=
(c=b; bz; q)∞
(z; c; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
(b; q)n(c=b)n
(q; bz; q)n
T (dDq)
{
1
(a; abzqn=c; q)∞
}
: (2.13)
By (1.13) we have
T (dDq)
{
1
(aqn; abz=c; q)∞
}
=
(abdzqn=c; q)∞
(aqn; abz=c; dqn; bdz=c; q)∞
(2.14)
and
T (dDq)
{
1
(a; abzqn=c; q)∞
}
=
(abdzqn=c; q)∞
(a; abzqn=c; d; bdzqn=c; q)∞
: (2.15)
Substituting these two identities in (2.13) and then using (1.2) and :nally replacing
(a; b; c; d; z) by (a1; a3; b2; a2; b1b2=a1a2a3) we obtain (2.10).
One of the fundamental transformations in the theory of q-series is the Sears 43
transformation formula [25], [12, p. 41, Eq. (2.10)].
Theorem 4 (The Sears 43 transformation formula). We have
43
(
q−n; abcdqn−1; bei!; be−i!
ab; bc; bd
; q; q
)
=
(ac; cd; q)n
(ab; bd; q)n
(
b
c
)n
43
(
q−n; abcdqn−1; cei!; ce−i!
ac; bc; cd
; q; q
)
: (2.16)
Ismail [13] used the Askey–Wilson operator to give an interesting proof of this
formula. Recently, Andrews and Bowman [5] prove this formula by using the Bailey
transformation. Here we approach it with our operator method.
Proof. For n is a nonnegative integer, we take a3=q−n in (2.10) to obtain
32
(
q−n; a1; a2
b1; b2
; q;
b1b2qn
a1a2
)
=
(b1b2=a1a2; q)n
(b2; q)n
32
(
q−n; b1=a1; b1=a2
b1; b1b2=a1a2
; q; b2qn
)
: (2.17)
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Replacing (a1; a2; b1; b2; q) by (a−11 ; a
−1
2 ; b
−1
1 ; b
−1
2 ; q
−1) in this equation and performing
some calculation, we obtain
32
(
q−n; a1; a2
b1; b2
; q; q
)
=
(b1b2=a1a2; q)n
(b2; q)n
(
a1a2
b1
)n
32
(
q−n; b1=a1; b1=a2
b1; b1b2=a1a2
; q; q
)
: (2.18)
Replacing (a1; a2; b1; b2) by (bei!; be−i!; bc; ab) gives
32
(
q−n; bei!; be−i!
ab; bc
; q; q
)
=
(ac; q)n
(ab; q)n
(
b
c
)n
32
(
q−n; cei!; ce−i!
ac; bc
; q; q
)
(2.19)
which can be written as
n∑
j=0
(q−n; bei!; be−i!; q)j
(q; bc; q)j
(abqj; acqn; q)∞
=
(
b
c
)n n∑
j=0
(q−n; cei!; ce−i!; q)j
(q; bc; q)j
(acqj; abqn; q)∞: (2.20)
By (1.15), we have
E(d){(abqj; acqn; q)∞}= (abq
j; acqn; bdq j; cdqn; q)∞
(abcdqn+j−1; q)∞
(2.21)
and
E(d){(acqj; abqn; q)∞}= (acq
j; abqn; bdqn; cdq j; q)∞
(abcdqn+j−1; q)∞
: (2.22)
Applying the operator E(d) to both sides of (2.20) and then using (2.21) and (2.22)
in the resulting equation we obtain (2.16).
3. The three terms 32 transformation formula of Sears
The three term 32 transformation formula of Sears [25] is
Theorem 5 (The three terms Sears 32 transformation formula). We have
32
(
b; c; d
a; e
; q;
ae
bcd
)
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=
(c; a=b; e=b; ae=cd; q)∞
(a; e; c=b; ae=bcd; q)∞
32
(
b; a=c; e=c
qb=c; ae=cd
; q; q
)
+
(b; a=c; e=c; ae=bd; q)∞
(a; e; b=c; ae=bcd; q)∞
32
(
c; a=b; e=b
qc=b; ae=bd
; q; q
)
: (3.1)
It has been used by Agarwal [2] to prove some of Ramanujan’s identities. Here we
show that it can be recovered from Heines’ transformation
21
(
a; b
c
; q; z
)
=
(b; az; q)∞
(c; z; q)∞
21
(
c=b; z
az
; q; b
)
(3.2)
and Ramanujan’s 1 1 summation formula
∞∑
n=0
(a; q)n
(b; q)n
zn +
∞∑
n=1
(q=b; q)n
(q=a; q)n
(
b
az
)n
=
∞∑
n=−∞
(a; q)n
(b; q)n
zn=
(q; b=a; az; q=az; q)∞
(b; q=a; z; b=az; q)∞
: (3.3)
Identity (3.2) can be found in [12, p. 9, Eq. (1.4.1)] and (3.3) can be found in
[12, p. 126, Eq. (5.2.1)].
Proof. Replacing (a; b; c; z) by (b; a=c; qb=c; q) in (3.2), we obtain
21
(
b; a=c
qb=c
; q; q
)
=
(a=c; bq; q)∞
(q; qb=c; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
(qb=a; q)n
(bq; q)n
(a
c
)n
: (3.4)
Replacing (a; b; c; z) by (a=b; c; qc=b; q) in (3.2), we have
21
(
c; a=b
qc=b
; q; q
)
=
(aq=b; c; q)∞
(q; qc=b; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
(q=b; q)n
(aq=b; q)n
cn
=
(aq=b; c; q)∞
(q; qc=b; q)∞
∞∑
n=1
(q=b; q)n−1
(aq=b; q)n−1
cn−1
=
(a− b)(aq=b; c; q)∞
c(1− b)(q; qc=b; q)∞
∞∑
n=1
(1=b; q)n
(a=b; q)n
cn
=
(a− b)(aq=b; c; q)∞
c(1− b)(q; qc=b; q)∞
−1∑
n=−∞
(qb=a; q)−n
(bq; q)−n
(a
c
)n
: (3.5)
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Hence from the above two equations and Ramanujan’s 1 1 summation formula we
have
(c; b=c; a=b; q)∞21
(
b; a=c
qb=c
; q; q
)
+ (b; c=b; a=c; q)∞21
(
c; a=b
qc=b
; q; q
)
=
(b; c; a=b; a=c; q)∞
(q; q)∞
(1− b=c)
(1− b)
∞∑
n=−∞
(a=bq; q)n
(bq; q)n
(a
c
)n
=(a; b=c; c=b; q)∞: (3.6)
It follows that
(c; b=c; a=b; q)∞21
(
b; a=c
qb=c
; q; q
)
+ (b; c=b; a=c; q)∞21
(
c; a=b
qc=b
; q; q
)
=(a; b=c; c=b; q)∞ (3.7)
which can be rewritten as
(a; q)∞
(b; c; a=b; a=c; q)∞
=
1
(b; c=b; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
(b; q)nqn
(q; qb=c; q)n(aqn=c; q)∞
+
1
(c; b=c; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
(c; q)nqn
(q; qc=b; q)n(aqn=b; q)∞
: (3.8)
Dividing the equation by (a=d; q)∞ we obtain
(a; q)∞
(b; c; a=b; a=c; a=d; q)∞
=
1
(b; c=b; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
(b; q)nqn
(q; qb=c; q)n(aqn=c; a=d; q)∞
+
1
(c; b=c; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
(c; q)nqn
(q; qc=b; q)n(aqn=b; a=d; q)∞
: (3.9)
Applying T (eDq) to both sides gives
T (eDq)
{
(a; q)∞
(b; c; a=b; a=c; a=d; q)∞
}
=
1
(b; c=b; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
(b; q)nqn
(q; qb=c; q)n
T (eDq)
{
1
(aqn=c; a=d; q)∞
}
+
1
(c; b=c; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
(c; q)nqn
(q; qc=b; q)n
T (eDq)
{
1
(aqn=b; a=d; q)∞
}
: (3.10)
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Using (1.13) we have
T (eDq)
{
1
(aqn=c; a=d; q)∞
}
=
(aeqn=cd; q)∞
(aqn=c; a=d; eqn=c; e=d; q)∞
; (3.11)
T (eDq)
{
1
(aqn=b; a=d; q)∞
}
=
(aeqn=bd; q)∞
(aqn=b; a=d; eqn=b; e=d; q)∞
: (3.12)
To calculate
T (eDq)
{
(a; q)∞
(a=b; a=c; a=d; q)∞
}
(3.13)
we need the Leibniz formula for Dq [8,24]:
Dnq {f(a)g(a)}=
n∑
j=0
[
n
j
]
qj( j−n)Djq {f(a)}Dn−jq {g(aqj)}: (3.14)
This formula plays a pivotal role in the author’s paper [18]. Using this formula we
have
T (eDq)
{
(a; q)∞
(a=b; a=c; a=d; q)∞
}
=
∞∑
n=0
en
(q; q)n
Dnq
{
(a; q)∞
(a=b; a=c; a=d; q)∞
}
=
∞∑
n=0
en
(q; q)n
n∑
j=0
[
n
j
]
qj( j−n)Djq
{
(a; q)∞
(a=b; q)∞
}
Dn−jq
{
1
(aqj=c; aqj=d; q)∞
}
=
(a; q)∞
(a=b; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
en
(q; q)n
n∑
j=0
[
n
j
]
qj( j−n)
(b; q)jb−j
(a; q)j
Dn−jq
{
1
(aqj=c; aqj=d; q)∞
}
=
(a; q)∞
(a=b; q)∞
∞∑
j=0
(b; q)j(e=b) j
(q; a; q)j
T (eq−jDq)
{
1
(aqj=c; aqj=d; q)∞
}
=
(a; q)∞
(a=b; q)∞
∞∑
j=0
(b; q)j(e=b) j
(q; a; q)j
(aeqj=cd; q)∞
(aqj=c; aqj=d; e=c; e=d; q)∞
=
(a; ae=cd; q)∞
(a=b; a=c; a=d; e=c; e=d; q)∞
32
(
b; a=c; a=d
a; ae=cd
; q;
e
b
)
: (3.15)
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Substituting (3.11), (3.12), and this into (3.10) we obtain
32
(
b; a=c; a=d
a; ae=cd
; q;
e
b
)
=
(c; a=b; q)∞
(a; c=b; ; q)∞
32
(
b; a=c; e=c
qb=c; ae=cd
; q; q
)
+
(b; ae=bd; a=c; e=c; ; q)∞
(a; ae=cd; b=c; e=b; q)∞
32
(
c; a=b; e=b
qc=b; ae=bd
; q; q
)
: (3.16)
By (2.10), we have
32
(
b; a=c; a=d
a; ae=cd
; q;
e
b
)
=
(ae=bcd; e; q)∞
(ae=cd; e=b; q)∞
32
(
b; c; d
a; e
; q;
ae
bcd
)
(3.17)
and we obtain (3.1) after substituting this into (3.16).
4. An identity of Andrews
The following formula is equivalent to an identity of Andrews [14, p. 169]. Here
we point out that it can be derived from the Ramanujan 1 1 summation formula with
our method.
Theorem 6 (Andrews). We have
d
∞∑
n=0
(q=bc; acdf ; q)n
(ad; df ; q)n+1
(bd)n − c
∞∑
n=0
(q=bd; acdf ; q)n
(ac; cf ; q)n+1
(bc)n
=d
(q; qd=c; c=d; abcd; acdf ; bcdf ; q)∞
(ac; ad; cf ; df ; bc; bd; q)∞
: (4.1)
Proof. To prove the identity we also need the Rogers–Fine identity [11, p. 15,
Eq. (14.31)]
(1− t)
∞∑
n=0
(x; q)n
(y; q)n
tn=
∞∑
n=0
(x; qxt=y; q)n
(y; qt; q)n
(yt)n(1− xtq2n)qn2−n: (4.2)
Setting (x; y; t)=(q=bd; qac; bc) we obtain
(1− bc)
∞∑
n=0
(q=bd; q)n
(qac; q)n
(bc)n
=
∞∑
n=0
(q=bd; q=ad; q)n
(qac; qbc; q)n
(qabc2)n(1− cd−1q2n+1)qn2−n: (4.3)
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The right-hand side of the equation is symmetric in a and b, and so is the left-hand
side. Interchanging a and b on the left-hand side we obtain
(1− bc)
∞∑
n=0
(q=bd; q)n
(qac; q)n
(bc)n=(1− ac)
∞∑
n=0
(q=ad; q)n
(qbc; q)n
(ac)n: (4.4)
From this and Ramanujan’s 1 1 summation formula we have
d
∞∑
n=0
(q=bc; q)n
(ad; q)n+1
(bd)n − c
∞∑
n=0
(q=bd; q)n
(ac; q)n+1
(bc)n
=d
∞∑
n=0
(q=bc; q)n
(ad; q)n+1
(bd)n − c
(1− ac)
∞∑
n=0
(q=bd; q)n
(acq; q)n
(bc)n
=d
∞∑
n=0
(q=bc; q)n
(ad; q)n+1
(bd)n − c
(1− bc)
∞∑
n=0
(q=ad; q)n
(bcq; q)n
(ac)n
=d
∞∑
n=0
(q=bc; q)n
(ad; q)n+1
(bd)n − c
(1− bc)
∞∑
n=1
(q=ad; q)n−1
(bcq; q)n−1
(ac)n−1
=d
∞∑
n=0
(q=bc; q)n
(ad; q)n+1
(bd)n +
d
(1− ad)
∞∑
n=1
(1=ad; q)n
(bc; q)n
(ac)n
=
d
(1− ad)
∞∑
n=0
(q=bc; q)n
(qad; q)n
(bd)n +
d
(1− ad)
−1∑
n=−∞
(q=bc; q)n
(qad; q)n
(bd)n
=
d
(1− ad)
∞∑
n=−∞
(q=bc; q)n
(adq; q)n
(bd)n
=d
(q; qd=c; c=d; abcd; q)∞
(ac; ad; bc; bd; q)∞
: (4.5)
Hence
d
∞∑
n=0
(q=bc; q)n(bd)n(ac; adq
n+1; q)∞
−c
∞∑
n=0
(q=bd; q)n(bc)n(ad; acqn+1; q)∞
=d
(q; qd=c; c=d; q)∞
(bc; bd; q)∞
(abcd; q)∞: (4.6)
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On applying E(f) to both sides and then using (1.14) and (1.15) in the resulting
equation we obtain
d
∞∑
n=0
(q=bc; q)n(bd)n
(ac; fc; adqn+1; dfqn+1; q)∞
(acdfqn; q)∞
−c
∞∑
n=0
(q=bd; q)n(bc)n
(ad; fd; acqn+1; fcqn+1; q)∞
(acdfqn; q)∞
=d
(q; qd=c; c=d; q)∞
(bc; bd; q)∞
(abcd; bcdf ; q)∞ (4.7)
which is (4.1). This completes the proof of Theorem.
5. The q-analogue of Barnes’ two lemmas
In this section we shall show that the q-analogue of Barnes’ second lemma can be
derived from the q-analogue of his :rst lemma in one step by our method. Watson’s
q-analogue of Barnes’ :rst lemma [26], [12, p. 108, Eq. (4.4.3)] is given by
Theorem 7 (The q-analogue of Barnes’ :rst lemma). We have
1
2 
∫ ∞
−∞
(qiy−!+1; qiy−"+1; q)∞qiy sin  (!− ") dy
(qiy+	; qiy+#; q)∞ sin  (!− iy) sin  ("+ iy)
=
q!(q; q	+#+!+"; q"−!; q1+!−"; q)∞
 (q	+"; q	+!; q#+!; q#+"; q)∞
: (5.1)
Writing q	 for a and then dividing both sides of the resulting equation by (aq#+!+";
q)∞, we obtain
1
2 
∫ ∞
−∞
(qiy−!+1; qiy−"+1; q)∞qiy sin  (!− ") dy
(qiy+#; q)∞(aqiy; aq#+!+"; q)∞ sin  (!− iy) sin  ("+ iy)
=
q!(q; q"−!; q1+!−"; q)∞
 (aq"; aq!; q)∞(q#+!; q#+"; q)∞
: (5.2)
Applying the operator T (bDq) to both sides and then using the relations
T (bDq)
{
1
(aqiy; aq#+!+"; q)∞
}
=
(abq#+!+"+iy; q)∞
(aqiy; aq#+!+"; bqiy; bq#+!+"; q)∞
(5.3)
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and
T (bDq)
{
1
(aq"; aq!; q)∞
}
=
(abq"+!; q)∞
(aq"; aq!; bq"; bq!; q)∞
(5.4)
in the resulting equation we obtain
1
2 
∫ ∞
−∞
(qiy−!+1; qiy−"+1; abq#+!+"+iy; q)∞qiy sin  (!− ") dy
(aqiy; bqiy; qiy+#; q)∞ sin  (!− iy) sin  ("+ iy)
=
q!(q; aq#+!+"; bq#+!+"; abq"+!; q"−!; q1+!−"; q)∞
 (aq"; aq!; bq"; bq!; q#+!; q#+"; q)∞
: (5.5)
After replacing (a; b) by (q	; q$) we obtain the q-analogue of Barnes’ second lemma
[1], [12, p. 109, Eq. (4.4.7)].
Theorem 8 (The q-analogue of Barnes’ second lemma). We have
1
2 
∫ ∞
−∞
(qiy−!+1; qiy−"+1; q	+#+!+"+$+iy; q)∞qiy sin  (!− ") dy
(q	+iy; q$+iy; qiy+#; q)∞ sin  (!− iy) sin  ("+ iy)
=
q!(q; q	+#+!+"; q#+!+"+$; q	+"+!+$; q"−!; q1+!−"; q)∞
 (q	+"; q	+!; q"+$; q!+$; q#+!; q#+"; q)∞
: (5.6)
6. Extensions of two Ramanujan’s formulas for Beta integrals
Throughout this section, we suppose that q=e−2k
2
and k is real. Askey [6] :rst
proved the following two Ramanujan’s formulas for beta integrals.
Theorem 9 (Ramanujan). We have
∫ ∞
−∞
e−x
2+2mx dx
(aq1=2e2ikx; bq1=2e−2ikx; q)∞
=
√
 em
2 (−aqe2mki;−bqe−2mki; q)∞
(abq; q)∞
: (6.1)
Theorem 10 (Ramanujan). We have∫ ∞
−∞
e−x
2+2mx(−aqe2kx;−bqe−2kx; q)∞ dx
=
√
 em
2 (abq; q)∞
(aq1=2e2mk ; bq1=2e−2mk ; q)∞
: (6.2)
Later, Pastro [23] reproved them and he also used them to study orthogonal polyno-
mials. In this section we will generalize (6.1) as the following identity.
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Theorem 11. We have
∫ ∞
−∞
e−x
2+2mx(−acq3=2e2mix+2kx;−bdq3=2e−2mki−2ikx; q)∞ dx
(aq1=2e2ikx; cq1=2e2ikx; bq1=2e−2ikx; dq1=2e−2ikx; q)∞
=
√
 em
2 (−aqe2mki;−cqe2mki;−bqe−2mki;−dqe−2mki; abcdq2; q)∞
(abq; bcq; adq; cdq; q)∞
: (6.3)
Proof. Dividing both sides of Eq. (6.1) by (−aqe2mki; q)∞ we obtain
∫ ∞
−∞
e−x
2+2mx dx
(aq1=2e2ikx;−aqe2mki; q)∞(bq1=2e−2ikx; q)∞
=
√
 em
2 (−bqe−2mki; q)∞
(abq; q)∞
: (6.4)
Applying T (cDq) to both sides of this equation and using the following relations
obtained from (1.12) and (1.13):
T (cDq)
{
1
(aq1=2e2ikx;−aqe2mki; q)∞
}
=
(−acq3=2e2mki+2kix; q)∞
(aq1=2e2ikx;−aqe2mki; cq1=2e2ikx;−cqe2mki; q)∞ (6.5)
and
T (cDq)
{
1
(abq; q)∞
}
=
1
(abq; bcq; q)∞
(6.6)
in the resulting equation we have
∫ ∞
−∞
e−x
2+2mx(−acq3=2e2mix+2kix; q)∞ dx
(aq1=2e2kix; cq1=2e2kix; bq1=2e−2kix; q)∞
=
√
 em
2 (−aqe2mki;−cqe2mki;−bqe−2mki; q)∞
(abq; bcq; q)∞
: (6.7)
By interchanging a and b we have
∫ ∞
−∞
e−x
2+2mx(−bcq3=2e2mki+2kix; q)∞dx
(bq1=2e2kix; cq1=2e2kix; aq1=2e−2kix; q)∞
=
√
 em
2 (−bqe2mki;−cqe2mki;−aqe−2mki; q)∞
(abq; acq; q)∞
: (6.8)
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We divide both sides by (−aqe−2mki; q)∞ and then apply T (dDq) to obtain
∫ ∞
−∞
e−x
2+2mx(−bcq3=2e2mix+2kx;−adq3=2e−2mki−2kix; q)∞dx
(bq1=2e2kix; cq1=2e2kix; aq1=2e−2kix; dq1=2e−2kix; q)∞
=
√
 em
2 (−bqe2mki;−cqe2mki;−aqe−2mki;−dqe−2mki; abcdq2; q)∞
(abq; acq; bdq; cdq; q)∞
: (6.9)
By interchanging a and b we obtain (6.3).
In the same way by applying operator E(d) we can extend (6.2) to the following
identity.
Theorem 12. We have∫ ∞
−∞
e−x
2+2mx(−aqe2kx;−cqe2kx;−bqe−2kx;−dqe−2kx; q)∞ dx
(−acq1=2e2mk+2kx;−bdq1=2e−2mk−2kx; q)∞
=
√
 em
2 (abq; bcq; adq; cdq; q)∞
(aq1=2e2mk ; cq1=2e2mk ; bq1=2e−2mk ; dq1=2e−2mk ; abcdq; q)∞
: (6.10)
7. Some formulas for bilateral series
In this section, we will derive two general transformations for bilateral series.
Theorem 13. If Bk is independent of n and
An=
∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)k
[
2n
n+ k
]
q(
k
2)Bk; (7.1)
then we have
∞∑
k=−∞
(q=a; q=b; q=c; q)k
(a; b; c; q)k
(
abc
q2
)k
Bk
=
(q; ab=q; bc=q; ac=q; q)∞
(a; b; c; abc=q2; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
(q=a; q=b; q=c; q)n
(q; q)2n(q3=abc; q)n
qnAn; (7.2)
provided that the series are absolutely convergent.
Proof. Multiplying both sides of (7.1) by
(q=a; q=b; q)n
(q; q)2n
(
ab
q
)n
; (7.3)
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summing the resulting equation from n=0 to ∞, and inverting the order of summation,
we obtain
∞∑
n=0
(q=a; q=b; q)n
(q; q)2n
(
ab
q
)n
An =
∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)k (q=a; q=b; q)k
(q; q)2k
(
ab
q
)k
q(
k
2)
×21
(
qk+1=a; qk+1=b
q2k+1
; q;
ab
q
)
Bk: (7.4)
By Heine’s q-analogue of Gauss’ summation formula [12, p. 10, Eq. (1.5.1)], [9]:
21
(
a; b
c
; q;
c
ab
)
=
(c=a; c=b; q)∞
(c; c=ab; q)∞
; (7.5)
we have
21
(
qk+1=a; qk+1=b
q2k+1
; q;
ab
q
)
=
(aqk ; bqk ; q)∞
(q2k+1; ab=q; q)∞
: (7.6)
Therefore
∞∑
n=0
(q=a; q=b; q)n
(q; q)2n
(
ab
q
)n
An
=
(a; b; q)∞
(q; ab=q; q)∞
∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)k (q=a; q=b; q)k
(a; b; q)k
(
ab
q
)k
q(
k
2)Bk (7.7)
which can be rewritten as
∞∑
k=−∞
(q=b; q)k
(b; q)k
bkqk
2−k (q−ka; qka; q)∞Bk
=
(q; q)∞
(b; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n (q=b; q)n
(q; q)2n
bn(q−na; ab=q; q)∞q(
n
2)An: (7.8)
We then apply E(c) to both sides to obtain (7.2).
Eq. (7.2) is a general transformation for bilateral q-series. By choosing special Bk
we can obtain some interesting results.
The q-binomial theorem [12, p. 7, Eq. (1.3.2)] is
∞∑
n=0
(a; q)n
(q; q)n
zn=
(az; q)∞
(z; q)∞
: (7.9)
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Replacing z by qnz and a by q−(m+n) and performing some simpli:cations, we obtain
(z; q)n(q=z; q)m=
∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)k
[
n+ m
m+ k
]
q(
k
2)zk : (7.10)
Here m and n are nonnegative integers. Letting m; n→∞ we obtain Jacobi’s triple
product identity [12, p. 12, Eq. (1.6.1)]
∞∑
n=−∞
(−1)nq(n2)zn=(q; z; q=z; q)∞: (7.11)
When m=n and z=1, it becomes the following orthogonality relation:
∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)k
[
2n
n+ k
]
q(
k
2)="0;n; (7.12)
where "m;n is the Kronecker delta. Taking Bk=1 in (7.1), we have by (7.12) An="0;n,
and Eq. (7.2) reduces to
∞∑
k=−∞
(q=a; q=b; q=c; q)k
(a; b; c; q)k
(
abc
q2
)k
=
(q; ab=q; bc=q; ac=q; q)∞
(a; b; c; abc=q2; q)∞
: (7.13)
This identity is :rst proved by Bailey [7]. Putting a=ql+1; b=qm+1; c=qn+1 we
obtain
∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)k
[
l+ n
l+ k
][
l+ m
m+ k
][
m+ n
n+ k
]
q(3k
2+k)=2=
(q; q)l+m+n
(q; q)l(q; q)m(q; q)n
: (7.14)
This identity is q-Dixon’s formula [3,9]. Letting l→∞ and m→∞ we obtain
∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)k
[
2n
n+ k
]
q(3k
2+k)=2=
(q; q)2n
(q; q)n
: (7.15)
Hence, in the case Bk=qk
2
, we have by (7.11) An=(q; q)2n=(q; q)n, and (7.2)
becomes
∞∑
k=−∞
(q=a; q=b; q=c; q)k
(a; b; c; q)k
(abc)kqk
2−2k
=
(q; ab=q; bc=q; ac=q; q)∞
(a; b; c; abc=q2; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
(q=a; q=b; q=c; q)n
(q; q3=abc; q)n
qn: (7.16)
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By letting a; b; c→ 0, and using Jacobi’s triple product identity (7.11) we obtain the
:rst Rogers–Ramanujan identity [12, p. 37, Eq. (2.7.7)]
∞∑
n=0
qn
2
(q; q)n
=(q; q)−1∞
∞∑
n=−∞
(−1)kqk(5k−1)=2=(q; q4; q5)−1∞ : (7.17)
In the same way we have
Theorem 14. If Bk is independent of n and
An=
∞∑
k=−∞
(−)k
[
2n+ 1
n+ k + 1
]
q(
k
2)Bk: (7.18)
Then we have
∞∑
k=−∞
(q=a; q=b; q=c; q)k
(aq; bq; cq; q)k
(abc=q)kBk
=
(q; ab; bc; ac; q)∞
(aq; bq; cq; abc=q; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
(q=a; q=b; q=c; q)n
(q; q)2n+1(q2=abc; q)n
qnAn; (7.19)
provided that the series are absolutely convergent.
When m=n+ 1 and z=1, (7.10) becomes
∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)k
[
2n+1
n+k+1
]
q(
k
2)=(1− q)"0; n (7.20)
Taking Bk=1 in (7.18), we have by (7.20) An=(1− q)"0;n, and Eq. (7.17) reduces to
∞∑
k=−∞
(q=a; q=b; q=c; q)k
(aq; bq; cq; q)k
(
abc
q
)k
=
(q; ab; bc; ac; q)∞
(aq; bq; cq; abc=q; q)∞
: (7.21)
This identity is :rst found by Bailey [7]. Substituting a; b; c with ql+1; qm+1; qn+1 re-
spectively we obtain
∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)k
[
l+ n+ 1
l+ k + 1
][
l+ m+ 1
m+ k + 1
][
m+ n+ 1
n+ k + 1
]
q(3k
2+k)=2
=
(q; q)l+m+n+1
(q; q)l(q; q)m(q; q)n
: (7.22)
Letting l→∞ and m→∞ we obtain
∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)k
[
2n+ 1
n+ k + 1
]
q(3k
2+k)=2=
(q; q)2n+1
(q; q)n
: (7.23)
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Hence, in the case Bk=qk
2
, we have by (7.23) An=(q; q)2n+1=(q; q)n, and (7.19)
becomes
Theorem 15. We have
∞∑
k=−∞
(q=a; q=b; q=c; q)k
(aq; bq; cq; q)k
(abc)kqk
2
=
(q; ab; bc; ac; q)∞
(aq; bq; cq; abc=q; q)∞
∞∑
n=0
(q=a; q=b; q=c; q)n
(q; q2=abc; q)n
qn: (7.24)
By letting a; b; c→ 0, and then using Jacobi’s triple product identity (7.11) we obtain
the second Rogers–Ramanujan identity [12, p. 37, Eq. (2.7.8)]
∞∑
n=0
qn
2+n
(q; q)n
=(q; q)−1∞
∞∑
n=−∞
(−1)kqk(5k−3)=2=(q2; q3; q5)−1∞ : (7.25)
Our works [8,9,15–18] indicate that q-diKerential operators play a fundamental role
in q-series. We can recover the theory of classical q-series with our methods. It would
be much desirable if some one can develop the multiple version of our theory, which
can be used to treat the theory of multiple q-series developed by Milne [19–22].
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